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教学内容与组织安排

Outline
Ⅰ.Background Information
II. Detailed study of the text 
1. Pre-reading questions
2. Detailed Explanation of the text 
Teaching Process
Ⅰ.Background Information
The world wars and depression (1914-1945) 
modernism
In 1914, World War I broke out in Europe.  In 1917, the United States entered the war 
against Germany, which was defeated in 1918.  After the war, the United States economy 
boomed.  But prosperity did not last.  A stock market crash in 1929 led to the Great 
Depression, a deep economic slump in the 1930's.  

About the time of World War I, an international artistic movement called modernism 
emerged in Europe.  Modernist artists believed that the traditional social, religious, and 
political order had broken down.  They felt that realism could not adequately describe how 
greatly modern life differed from the past.  As a result, they sought stylistic innovations that 
could better portray new realities.  

The American writers who lived in Europe around the time of World War I made important 
contributions to modernism.  Their influence extended to writers in the United States.  The 
depression led some writers of the period to focus on social or economic issues.  

Modernist poetry leaves out the explanations and narrative connections that provide unity 
and clarity in traditional writing.  It mixes everyday language with elegant phrases and short 
quotations from earlier poems.  Modernist poets placed contradictory feelings and events 
side by side to evoke the disconnectedness of modern life.  

Modernism was influenced by a poetic movement called imagism, which lasted from 1908 to 
1917.  Imagist poetry was characterized by precise images and a spareness of expression.  
The most important imagist poets were Ezra Pound, Amy Lowell, and Hilda Doolittle, who 
wrote under the initials H. D. 

T. S. Eliot, one of the first modernists, moved to London in 1914.  There, he became friends 
with Pound, who had already settled in Europe.  Together, Eliot and Pound discovered and 
absorbed a wide range of poetic traditions.  They developed many of the features of 
modernist poetry and made them well known.  

Eliot mastered the modernist style in "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock" (1915).  His 
long poem The Waste Land (1922) created an uproar.  This complex, pessimistic reflection 
on the emptiness of modern life seemed a masterpiece to some but bewildering to others.  
Eliot gradually gained a widespread influence in modern poetry.  In many critical essays, he 
redefined the way people thought about literature.  

Pound's long poem Cantos, published in several installments from 1925 to 1968, reflects on 



poetry and the course of European and American history.  Pound was also important as a 
critic, vigorously promoting a wide range of ancient and modern poets.  

Several important modernist poets emerged in the United States.  Hart Crane's The Bridge 
(1930) weaves American images and themes, such as the Brooklyn Bridge, into a visionary 
modernist poem.  Wallace Stevens' philosophical poems explore the relation of imagination 
to reality.  

Realist poetry.  Some poets of the early and mid-1900's practiced realism rather than 
modernism.  Edwin Arlington Robinson's best poems are realist portraits of bleak and 
wasted lives in a New England village.  In Edgar Lee Masters' Spoon River Anthology 
(1915), the now-dead inhabitants of an imaginary Midwestern town tell their life stories.  
Vachel Lindsay used strong, chantlike rhythms in such poems as "General William Booth 
Enters into Heaven" (1913) and "The Congo" (1914).  Carl Sandburg was influenced by 
Whitman in his use of plain, everyday language.  He aimed to help readers understand the 
lives of common people.  Robinson Jeffers undertook such themes as human corruption and 
industrial society's destruction of nature.  

The poems of Robert Frost, such as "Mending Wall" (1914) and "Stopping by Woods on a 
Snowy Evening" (1923), are simple and readable on the surface.  But they reveal complex 
feelings, often through subtle irony and dry wit.  Frost expressed in ordinary language the 
puzzling hints of doubt and uncertainty that haunt everyday incidents.  These feelings 
connect him to modernism, despite his traditional meter, rhyme, and verse forms.  

The lost generation.  A number of writers joined the flourishing arts community in Paris 
after World War I.  Many of these newcomers to Paris gathered around the novelist and 
critic Gertrude Stein, who had settled there before the war.  She described these 
disillusioned writers as a "lost generation."  Her experiments with prose rhythm, fractured 
sentence structure, and disconnected narrative were challenging and influential.  

Ernest Hemingway and F. Scott Fitzgerald. Two of the most important writers of the lost 
generation were Ernest Hemingway and F. Scott Fitzgerald.  Hemingway's The Sun 
Also Rises (1926) describes these uprooted Americans in a desperate search for something to 
believe in after the destruction caused by the war.  In short stories that some critics still 
consider his finest work, Hemingway crafted a bare, blunt prose that sought to clear away 
the emptiness of old ideas and values.  His prose style has inspired many imitators.  

Fitzgerald focused on American life in the Roaring Twenties, also called the Jazz Age.  In 
short stories and in such novels as The Great Gatsby (1925) and Tender Is the Night
(1934), he showed how the values of the American dream had been corrupted by materialism 
and class divisions.  Fitzgerald's strong visual sense and way of composing a story into 
scenes showed the influence of early motion pictures.  

Modernist fiction.  Modernism led writers of fiction to reexamine the techniques of 
storytelling.  Writers began to strip away descriptions of scenes and characters, 
explanations, direct statements of theme, and summaries of the plot.  A few writers 
experimented with prose styles as fragmented and difficult as some modern poetry.  

Angry Young Men, various British novelists and playwrights who emerged in the 1950s and 
expressed scorn and disaffection with the established sociopolitical order of their country. 



Their impatience and resentment were especially aroused by what they perceived as the 
hypocrisy and mediocrity of the upper and middle classes. 
The Angry Young Men were a new breed of intellectuals who were mostly of working class 
or of lower middle-class origin. Some had been educated at the postwar red-brick universities 
at the state's expense, though a few were from Oxford. They shared an outspoken irreverence 
for the British class system, its traditional network of pedigreed families, and the elitist 
Oxford and Cambridge universities. They showed an equally uninhibited disdain for the 
drabness of the postwar welfare state, and their writings frequently expressed raw anger and 
frustration as the postwar reforms failed to meet exalted aspirations for genuine change. 

The trend that was evident in John Wain's novel Hurry on Down (1953) and in Lucky Jim 
(1954) by Kingsley Amis was crystallized in 1956 in the play Look Back in Anger, which 
became the representative work of the movement. When the Royal Court Theatre's press 
agent described the play's 26-year-old author John Osborne as an "angry young man," the 
name was extended to all his contemporaries who expressed rage at the persistence of class 
distinctions, pride in their lower-class mannerisms, and dislike for anything highbrow or 
"phoney." When Sir Laurence Olivier played the leading role in Osborne's second play, The 
Entertainer (1957), the Angry Young Men were acknowledged as the dominant literary force 
of the decade. 

Their novels and plays typically feature a rootless, lower-middle or working-class male 
protagonist who views society with scorn and sardonic humour and may have conflicts with 
authority but who is nevertheless preoccupied with the quest for upward mobility. 

Among the other writers embraced in the term are the novelists John Braine (Room at the 
Top, 1957) and Alan Sillitoe (Saturday Night and Sunday Morning, 1958) and the 
playwrights Bernard Kops (The Hamlet of Stepney Green, 1956) and Arnold Wesker 
(Chicken Soup with Barley, 1958). Like that of the Beat movement in the United States, the 
impetus of the movement was exhausted in the early 1960s. 

Lost Generation, in general, the post-World War I generation, but specifically a group of 
U.S. writers who came of age during the war and established their literary reputations in the 
1920s. The term stems from a remark made by Gertrude Stein to Ernest Hemingway, "You 
are all a lost generation." Hemingway used it as an epigraph to The Sun Also Rises (1926), a 
novel that captures the attitudes of a hard-drinking, fast-living set of disillusioned young 
expatriates in postwar Paris. The generation was "lost" in the sense that its inherited values 
were no longer relevant in the postwar world and because of its spiritual alienation from a 
U.S. that, basking under President Harding's "back to normalcy" policy, seemed to its 
members to be hopelessly provincial, materialistic, and emotionally barren. The term 
embraces Hemingway, F. Scott Fitzgerald, John Dos Passos, e.e. cummings, Archibald 
MacLeish, Hart Crane, and many other writers who made Paris the centre of their literary 
activities in the '20s. They were never a literary school. In the 1930s, as these writers turned 
in different directions, their works lost the distinctive stamp of the postwar period. The last 
representative works of the era were Fitzgerald's Tender Is the Night (1934) and Dos Passos' 
The Big Money (1936). 

Beat movement, also called BEAT GENERATION, American social and literary 
movement originating in the 1950s and centred in the bohemian artist communities of San 
Francisco's North Beach, Los Angeles' Venice West, and New York City's Greenwich Village. 



Its adherents, self-styled as "beat" (originally meaning "weary," but later also connoting a 
musical sense, a "beatific" spirituality, and other meanings) and derisively called "beatniks," 
expressed their alienation from conventional, or "square," society by adopting an almost 
uniform style of seedy dress, manners, and "hip" vocabulary borrowed from jazz musicians. 
Generally apolitical and indifferent to social problems, they advocated personal release, 
purification, and illumination through the heightened sensory awareness that might be 
induced by drugs, jazz, sex, or the disciplines of Zen Buddhism. Apologists for the Beats, 
among them Paul Goodman, found the joylessness and purposelessness of modern society 
sufficient justification for both withdrawal and protest. 
Beat poets sought to liberate poetry from academic preciosity and bring it "back to the 
streets." They read their poetry, sometimes to the accompaniment of progressive jazz, in such 
Beat strongholds as the Coexistence Bagel Shop and Lawrence Ferlinghetti's City Lights 
bookstore in San Francisco. The verse was frequently chaotic and liberally sprinkled with 
obscenities but was sometimes, as in the case of Allen Ginsberg's Howl (1956), ruggedly 
powerful and moving. Ginsberg and other major figures of the movement, such as the 
novelist Jack Kerouac, advocated a kind of free, unstructured composition in which the 
writer put down his thoughts and feelings without plan or revision--to convey the immediacy 
of experience--an approach that led to the production of much undisciplined and incoherent 
verbiage on the part of their imitators. By about 1960, when the faddish notoriety of the 
movement had begun to fade, it had produced a number of interesting and promising writers, 
including Ferlinghetti, Gregory Corso, Philip Whalen, and Gary Snyder, and had paved the 
way for acceptance of other unorthodox and previously ignored writers, such as the Black 
Mountain poets and the novelist William Burroughs. 

II. Detailed study of the text 
1. Pre-reading questions: 
1) Type of writing This is a piece of expository writing by two American writers explaining 
a certain period in American literary and social history. It focuses especially on the attitudes 
and revolt of the young people who returned from World War I, disappointed and 
disillusioned. In this revolt young intellectuals, writers and artists, stood in the van and was 
the most vocal (     ) group. Many of these intellectuals lived abroad, esp. in Paris, as 
expatriates, but most of them later returned to the United States voluntarily. Theses 
intellectuals were called ‘Sad Young Men’ or “ The Lost Generation’, because they were 
critical and rebellious. However, they were never lost because they were also very creative 
and productive and as this essay says ‘gave the nation the liveliest, freshest, most stimulating 
writing in its literary experience’. 
2)The structural organization: The structure of the text is clear and simple. The essay 
divides logically into paragraphs with particular functions: 
(1)  to introduce the subject in para.1. 
(2)  to support and develop the thesis in para.2-9 
(3)  to bring the discussion to an end (conclusion) in para. 10-11 
In “The Sad Young Men’, Horton and Edwards state their thesis in the last para of the essay 
“ The intellectuals of the twenties …… most stimulating writing in its literary experience”. 
They support their thesis by providing historical material concerning the revolt of the 
younger generation of the twenties in a series of paras between the introductory para and 
conclusion. 
The Rejection of Victorian gentility was, in any case, inevitable (para.3) 



The rebellion started with WWI (para.5) 
Greenwich Village set the pattern (para.7) 
Meanwhile the true intellectuals were far from flattered. 
2. Detailed Explanation of the text 
Para.1. 
The function of this para is introductory. The writers begin by mentioning the interest in the 
Twenties by young people today. In addition, they discuss the questions that present-day 
students are asking their parents  and teachers: Was there really a Younger Generation 
Problem? Wrere young people so wild? Their answers are Yes or No. 
1.  Every people of life in the Twenties in the U.S. has been commented upon but what 

was more commented upon? 
2.  What does the Twenties mean to the middle-aged and the young people respectively? 
3.  Paraphrase ‘memories…..speakeasy.’ 
4.  What do the present young students ask their parents? 
5.  What do the present young students ask their parents? 
6.  What answers they got? 
7.   Explain the last sentence in this Para.. Compared with today’s jazz mad youth, what 

would they say about the young people of The Twenties ? 
Words and Expressions

• sensationally romanticized:  treated in a passionate, idealized manner to shock 
thrill and rouse the interest of people.

• nostalgic: looking for something far away or long ago or for former happy 
circumstance 怀旧的

• deliciously illicit thrill:      deliciously: pleasantly,        illicit: illegal
      an improper action but very enjoyable and exciting

• Speakeasy: (Americanism) a place where alcoholic drinks are sold illegally, esp. such 
a place in the U.S. during Prohibition

• parked sedan: in a sedan car parked on lonely country roads
• flask-toting: always carrying a small flask filled with whisky or other strong liquor
• Sheik: (Americanism) a masterful man to whom women are supposed to be 

irresistibly attracted
• Flapper: (Americanism) in the 1920s, a young woman considered bold and 

unconventional in action and dress.
• vagary: an odd, eccentric, or unexpected action or bit of conduct.
• degeneration: moral corruption, depravity
• Jazzmad: blindly and foolishly fond of jazz music.
• see in perspective: to view or judge things or events in a way that show their true 

relations to one another

Paraphrasing

• After World War I, during the 1920s, every aspect of life in the United States has been 
commented upon, but the so-called Younger Generation has been more commented 
upon than all the other aspects, and usually the Revolt has been idealized and talked 
in passionate way.

• At the very mention of this post-war period, middle-aged people begin to think about 
it longingly and young people become curios and start asking all kinds of questions.



• When we look back now to those days and view things in their true relations to one 
another, we see that the social behavior of the young people was not very wild, 
irresponsible, and immoral. Their behavior was far from being as sensational as the 
degeneration of jazzmad youth.

More information

1. Puritanism
Attitude of a party within the Established Church of England, which, under Elizabeth and the 
Stuarts, describe a more thoroughgoing reformation of the Church in the direction of 
Continental Protestantism. 
The word ‘Puritan’ has been used to denote a strictness in morality that verges on intolerance, 
and refers to a supposed parallel with the moral severity of the early New England setters. 
It religious doctrine: sin—once enters your life, no way to avoid it. People were born with 
incurable sin. People are sinful when they are born. They believe the seven deadly sins: greed 
(avarice), envy, loath, gluttony, wrath, luxury and pride. Human beings are permanent 
sinners. It’s difficult to live a good life, after sin, we can go to a paradise. In a way, sin leads 
to a good way. Sin helps people to be redeemed. Where there is good, there is evil, there is no 
one pure, everyone is capable of sin. They believe in after-world life. Strict puritans even 
regarded drinking, gambling and participation in theatrical performances as punishable 
offences. 
This point came from Calvinism. Man is naturally bad, people are helpless. In America, New 
England used to be haunted by Puritanism, Hawthorn was the writer who focused on these 
themes. 
General Information Puritans was the name given in the 16th century to the more extreme 
Protestants within the Church of England who thought the English Reformation had not gone 
far enough in reforming the doctrines and structure of the church; they wanted to purify their 
national church by eliminating every shred of Catholic influence. In the 17th century many 
Puritans emigrated to the New World, where they sought to found a holy Commonwealth in 
New England. Puritanism remained the dominant cultural force in that area into the 19th 
century. 
English Puritanism Associated exclusively with no single theology or definition of the 
church (although many were Calvinists), the English Puritans were known at first for their 
extremely critical attitude regarding the religious compromises made during the reign of 
Elizabeth I. Many of them were graduates of Cambridge University, and they became 
Anglican priests to make changes in their local churches. They encouraged direct personal 
religious experience, sincere moral conduct, and simple worship services. Worship was the 
area in which Puritans tried to change things most; their efforts in that direction were 
sustained by intense theological convictions and definite expectations about how seriously 
Christianity should be taken as the focus of human existence. 
After James I became king of England in 1603, Puritan leaders asked him to grant several 
reforms. At the Hampton Court Conference (1604), however, he rejected most of their 
proposals, which included abolition of bishops. Puritanism, best expressed by William Ames 
and later by Richard Baxter, gained much popular support early in the 17th century. The 
government and the church hierarchy, however, especially under Archbishop William Laud, 



became increasingly repressive, causing many Puritans to emigrate. Those who remained 
formed a powerful element within the parliamentarian party that defeated Charles I in the 
English Civil War. After the war the Puritans remained dominant in England until 1660, but 
they quarreled among themselves (Presbyterian dominance gave way to Independent, or 
congregational, control under Oliver Cromwell) and proved even more intolerant than the old 
hierarchy. The restoration of the monarchy (1660) also restored Anglicanism, and the Puritan 
clergy were expelled from the Church of England under the terms of the Act of Uniformity 
(1662). Thereafter English Puritans were classified as Nonconformists. 
American Puritanism 
Early in the 17th century some Puritan groups separated from the Church of England. Among 
these were the Pilgrims, who in 1620 founded Plymouth Colony. Ten years later, under the 
auspices of the Massachusetts Bay Company, the first major Puritan migration to New 
England took place. The Puritans brought strong religious impulses to bear in all colonies 
north of Virginia, but New England was their stronghold, and the Congregationalist churches 
established there were able to perpetuate their viewpoint about a Christian society for more 
than 200 years. 
Richard Mather and John Cotton provided clerical leadership in the dominant Puritan colony 
planted on Massachusetts Bay. Thomas Hooker was an example of those who settled new 
areas farther west according to traditional Puritan standards. Even though he broke with the 
authorities of the Massachusetts colony over questions of religious freedom, Roger Williams 
was also a true Puritan in his zeal for personal godliness and doctrinal correctness. Most of 
these men held ideas in the mainstream of Calvinistic thought. In addition to believing in the 
absolute sovereignty of God, the total depravity of man, and the complete dependence of 
human beings on divine grace for salvation, they stressed the importance of personal 
religious experience. These Puritans insisted that they, as God's elect, had the duty to direct 
national affairs according to God's will as revealed in the Bible. This union of church and 
state to form a holy commonwealth gave Puritanism direct and exclusive control over most 
colonial activity until commercial and political changes forced them to relinquish it at the end 
of the 17th century. 
Because of its diffuse nature, when Puritanism began to decline in America is difficult to say. 
Some would hold that it lost its influence in New England by the early 18th century, but 
Jonathan Edwards and his able disciple Samuel Hopkins revived Puritan thought and kept it 
alive until 1800. Others would point to the gradual decline in power of Congregationalism, 
but Presbyterians under the leadership of Jonathan Dickinson and Baptists led by the 
example of Isaac Backus (1724 - 1806) revitalized Puritan ideals in several denominational 
forms through the 18th century. 
During the whole colonial period Puritanism had direct impact on both religious thought and
cultural patterns in America. In the 19th century its influence was indirect, but it can still be 
seen at work stressing the importance of education in religious leadership and demanding 
that religious motivations be tested by applying them to practical situations. 
By Henry Warner Bowden 
Advanced Information: Puritanism was a loosely organized reform movement originating 
during the English Reformation of the sixteenth century. The name came from efforts to 
"purify" the Church of England by those who felt that the Reformation had not yet been 



completed. Eventually the Puritans went on to attempt purification of the self and society as 
well. 
History: The theological roots of Puritanism may be found in continental Reformed theology, 
in a native dissenting tradition stretching back to John Wycliffe and the Lollards, but 
especially in the theological labors of first - generation English reformers. From William 
Tyndale (d. 1536) the Puritans took an intense commitment to Scripture and a theology which 
emphasized the concept of covenant; from John Knox they absorbed a dedication to thorough 
reform in church and state; and from John Hooper (d. 1555) they received a determined 
conviction that Scripture should regulate ecclesiastical structure and personal behavior alike. 
Puritans achieved a measure of public acceptance in the early years of Queen Elizabeth's 
reign. They then suffered a series of reverses that lasted through the reigns of her successors 
James I and Charles I. In the days of James I some Puritans grew discouraged about their 
reforming efforts and separated entirely from the Church of England. These Separates 
included the "Pilgrims," who after a sojourn in Holland established in 1620 the Plymouth 
Colony in what is now southeastern Massachusetts. 
When Charles I attempted to rule England without Parliament and its many Puritan members, 
and when he tried systematically to root Puritans out of the English church, a larger, less 
separatistic body emigrated to Massachusetts Bay (1630), where for the first time Puritans 
had the opportunity to construct churches and a society reflecting their grasp of the word of 
God. In England other Puritans continued the struggle for reform. When war with Scotland 
forced Charles I to recall Parliament in 1640, civil war was the ultimate result. 
That conflict ended with the execution of the king (1649), the rise of Oliver Cromwell to the 
protectorate of England, the production of the Westminster Confession and Catechisms, and 
the erection of a Puritan Commonwealth. Yet Cromwell, for all his abilities, found it 
impossible to establish a Puritan state. After his death (1658), the people of England asked 
the son of Charles I to return, a restoration marking the collapse of organized Puritanism in 
England. Across the Atlantic a vital Puritanism survived only a little longer. By the time of 
Cotton Mather (d. 1728) Indian warfare, the loss of the original Massachusetts charter, and a 
growing secularization had brought an end to Puritanism as a way of life in America. 
Convictions: Puritanism generally extended the thought of the English Reformation, with 
distinctive emphases on four convictions: (1) that personal salvation was entirely from God, 
(2) that the Bible provided the indispensable guide to life, (3) that the church should reflect 
the express teaching of Scripture, and (4) that society was one unified whole. 
The Puritans believed that humankind was utterly dependent upon God for salvation. With 
their predecessors in England and with Luther and Calvin they believed that reconciliation 
with God came as a gift of his grace received by faith. They were Augustinians who regarded 
humans as sinners, unwilling and unable to meet the demands, or to enjoy the fellowship, of 
a righteous God apart from God's gracious initiative. 
But Puritans also made distinctive contributions to the general Reformed idea of salvation. 
They advocated a "plain style" of preaching, as exemplified in the masterful sermons of John 
Dod (1555 - 1645) and William Perkins (1558 - 1602), which was consciously designed to 
point out simply the broad way of destruction and the strait gate to heaven. They also placed 
a new emphasis on the process of conversion. In the journals and diaries of leaders like 
Thomas Shepard (1605 - 49) they charted the slow, and often painful, process by which God 



brought them from rebellion to obedience. They also spoke of salvation in terms of 
"covenant." In the notes to the Geneva Bible, the translation of proto - Puritans completed 
during the reign of Mary Tudor, emphasis was on a personal covenant of grace, whereby God 
both promised life to those who exercised faith in Christ and graciously provided that faith, 
on the basis of Christ's sacrificial death, to the elect. 
Later Puritans expanded the idea of covenant to take in the organization of churches, seen 
most clearly in the rise of Congregationalism (or Independency) and the structuring of all 
society under God, of which the "Holy Commonwealths" of Massachusetts and Connecticut 
were the major examples. 
With the early English Reformers the Puritans believed, second, in the supreme authority of 
the Bible. The use of Scripture, however, soon came to be a great cause of offense between 
Puritans and their Anglican opponents and among Puritans themselves. Puritans, Anglicans, 
and the many in between all believed in the Bible's final authority. But Puritans came to 
argue that Christians should do only what the Bible commanded. Anglicans contended rather 
that Christians should not do what the Bible prohibited. The difference was subtle but 
profound. Among Puritans considerable differences eventually appeared over what Scripture 
demanded, especially in questions relating to the church. 
Some (mostly in England) contended for a presbyterian state - church organization, others (in 
Massachusetts and Connecticut) supported a congregational organization in league with the 
state, while still others (English Independents and Baptists as well as Roger Williams in New 
England) believed that the Bible mandated congregational churches separate from the state. 
In short, Puritans disagreed with Anglicans about the way to interpret the Bible, but they 
differed among themselves about which biblical interpretations were best. The former 
disagreement dominated English religious life so long as the king and his episcopalian allies 
were in control. The latter came to the fore after the success of the Puritan Revolution, and it 
led to the disintegration of Puritanism in England. 
These disagreements should not hide the Puritans' overriding commitment to the authority of 
Scripture. They made as serious an attempt as has ever been made in the English - speaking 
world to establish their lives on the basis of biblical instruction. When Puritan efforts to 
reform the kingdom of England faltered in the last years of Elizabeth's reign, they turned to 
the one sphere they could still control, their individual families. It was during this period 
around 1600 that Puritans began to place new emphasis on the sabbath, to revive family 
worship, and to encourage personal acts of mercy to the sick and dying. When Puritan 
prospects brightened in the 164os, this "spiritualization of the household" emerged into the 
open. 
Puritans believed, third, that the church should be organized from Scripture. Anglicans 
contended that episcopacy, since it was tried and tested by time and did not violate any 
command of Scripture, was a godly and appropriate way of organizing the church. Puritans 
responded that the defenders of episcopacy missed the point, for they neglected to follow the 
positive teachings of the Bible. Puritans argued that Scripture laid down specific rules for 
constructing and governing churches. Furthermore, the Bible taught a system of church order 
that was not based on bishops. Puritans maintained this conviction even when they failed
among themselves to agree on what that biblical system was. But even these disagreements 
were fruitful, for they grounded the modern polity of Presbyterians, Congregationalists, and 



Baptists as well. 
The reason that Puritan beliefs concerning salvation, Scripture, and the church created such 
upheaval was their fourth basic conviction, that God had sanctioned the solidarity of society. 
Most Puritans believed that a single, coordinated set of authorities should govern life in 
society. The result was that Puritans sought nothing less than to make all England Puritan. 
Only late during the Puritan Commonwealth did ideas of toleration and of what is known 
today as pluralism arise, but these ideas were combated by most Puritans themselves and 
firmly set to rest for another generation by the restoration of Charles II. 
From a modern vantage point the intolerance entailed by a unified view of society has 
harmed the Puritans' reputation. From a more disinterested perspective it is possible also to 
see great advantages. The Puritans succeeded in bursting the bonds of mere religiosity in 
their efforts to serve God. Puritanism was one of the moving forces in the rise of the English 
Parliament in the early seventeenth century. For good and for ill, it provided a foundation for 
the first great political revolution in modern times. It gave immigrants to Massachusetts a 
social vision whose comprehensively Christian character has never been matched in 
America. And, for such a putatively uncreative movement, it liberated vast energies in 
literature as well. 
2.Jazz Age or The Roaring Twenties 
The 1920s may have been the decade of the greatest social changes in American 
history.  Reacting perhaps to both the disillusionment from the First World War and against 
the strictures of Victorian culture, Americans abandoned old ideas with a vengeance and 
adopted new concepts wholesale. The Twenties were known as The Roaring Twenties, The 
Jazz Age, the Age of the Lost Generation, flaming youth, flappers, radio, movies, bathtub 
gin, the speakeasy, confession magazines, Hemingway and Fitzgerald, Lindbergh, Babe 
Ruth, Bobby Jones & the Golden Age of Sports, the Great Crash, Sacco and Vanzetti, Al 
Smith, cosmetics, Freud, the "New" woman, the Harlem Renaissance, consumerism--all these 
and more.
It was also a time of deep divisions: wets against drys, town against country, nativists versus 
foreigners, Catholic against Protestant, and included the Ku Klux Klan revival and an 
American sense of alienation from the rest of the world.
The decade began amidst the ashes of the Great War, blossomed into a riotous age of 
spending and profit making, cheap automobiles and new consumer products.  Everybody 
seemed to be on a roll.  Then in 1929 the Crash hit the stock market, and for many 
complicated reasons the Great Depression followed.  The 1930s became a time of 
unimaginable economic hardship for millions of Americans.  Thus the "roaring twenties" 
ended with the bleak prospect of lessened expectations and strange new challenges--and for 
many the challenge was simply to stay alive.
Into the midst of the chaos of that Depression came the next imposing figure we will study: 
Franklin Delano Roosevelt.  His New Deal program was the most ambitious legislative 
program ever taken by a President to that time, and while it did not really end the Depression, 
Roosevelt's New Deal changed the face of American government forever. 
The Twenties were in a sense a reactionary decade—a reaction against Victorian ideas of 
morality that saw young men and women openly defy what their parents still viewed as 
proper behavior for relationships between the sexes. Young people went wild, in the eyes of 



some, though studies have suggested that there was more talk than action. It was also a 
rebellious age, in which women continued the process of breaking out of older social patterns 
as they had begun to do during World War I. That phenomenon led to changes in family 
relationships, as birth rates fell and young people had more freedom, provided in part by the 
automobile, but also by shifting cultural practices. 
The twenties were also a time of reaction against war—the Great War in particular and war 
in general—for although the Americans suffered relatively few casualties in 1918, they came 
during a very short period of time—over 100,000 men died from all causes in about 6 months 
of actual fighting. From that disillusionment the Twenties also brought a reaction against the 
expansionist ideas that had gotten America an Empire and embroiled her in the Great War. 
Although Americans wanted to be left alone at peace, there were may internal struggles in 
the 1920s. The decade saw city divided against country, the resurgence of the KKK, a 
rebellion against the open-door immigration policy that had gone on since the Civil war. 
There was a fight for law and order as prohibition made technical criminals out of many 
otherwise law-abiding citizens. It was a decade of huge figures—heroes of the kind we don’t 
see any more, or not often: Charles Lindbergh, Babe Ruth, Bobby Jones and others. 
Americans started going to the movies and listening to the radio in enormous numbers, and 
they found themselves becoming more affluent as the markets rose, seemingly without end. 
If was a time of new awakening for African-Americans, many of whom had fought in 
France, and the Harlem Renaissance opened Americans to Black literature, poetry, music and 
other arts of a quality never seen before. Literary figures like Fitzgerald, Hemingway and 
Thomas Wolfe brought white American literature to a new plane as well. The Progressive 
movement was not dead in the twenties—a Progressive Presidential candidate got almost 5 
million votes in 1924—but it was not an activist decade. Everybody knew what Harding 
meant when he called for a return to "normalcy," even though there was no such word in the 
dictionary. 
The Twenties began on a somber note, rose to great heights of excitement and then, 
on Black Tuesday, October 29, 1929, it all came crashing down. Things were never 
the same again, but then again, they never are. 
3. Prohibition 
The forbidding by law of the manufacture, transportation, and sale of alcoholic liquors for 
beverage purposes; specially in the U.S., the period (1920-1933) of prohibition by Federal 
Law. 
The prohibition of the sale or use of alcohol for other than religious or medicinal purposes 
has been called a "noble experiment." If indeed it was, it was an experiment that failed to 
achieve its main goal. It did manage some partial victories: deaths from alcohol-related 
diseases did go down. Accidents from alcohol abuse were lessened in some areas, and 
thousands of people did stop drinking, with likely benefits to the health and sanity of those 
who might otherwise have become alcoholics. On the other hand, many thousands continued 
to drink in defiance of the law, and the enormous sums that could be earned from the illegal 
production, importation and distribution of wine, whiskey and beer financed organized crime 
throughout the period of prohibition. (See the film The Untouchables with Kevin Kostner 
about breaking the Al Capone Ring in Chicago.) Although more than 30 states had gone dry 
before prohibition, and many jurisdictions stayed all or partially dry after prohibition ended 



in 1933, many have claimed that prohibition overall did more harm than good. In any case 
the prohibition experiment provides some historical insight into our current drug-related 
problems. The struggle over prohibition also tended to drive city and country even farther 
apart.
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Outline
. Warm upⅠ

Ⅱ. Review
.Ⅲ The detailed study

1. Give the main idea of each paragraph
2. The Study of Para 2
3. The Study of Para 3
4. The Study of Para 4
5. The Study of Para 5

Teaching Prcocess: 

. Warm upⅠ

. ReviewⅡ

. LessonⅢ Seven The Libido for the Ugly ( the detailed study)

1. Give the main idea of each paragraph

Para 2: The revolt  was a logical outcome of conditions in the age. (international 
environment)
Para 3: The rejection of Victorian gentility was inevitable. (Domestic environment)
Para 4: The revolt was in a form of escape under cover of Bohemian way of life made 
possible by the prosperity of the 20’s American economy.
Para 5: American youths were eager to go to battle.
Para 6: The soldiers returned, disillusioned with the war and the country, angry.
Para 7:Greenwich Village set the pattern of living and writing.
Para 8: The whole country imitated their life style.
Para 9: Disappointed with the country and people, the intellectuals emigrated to Europe.

2. The Study of Para 2 

Words and Expressions

Questions to consider:
What was the international environment for the Revolt?
Why did the Americans have to change their polity?
What does the ‘first serious war’ refer to?
In Sentence 3), what does ‘provincial morality’, ‘artificial walls’ and ‘geographical protection 
of two oceans’ mean respectively?
How do you interpret the sentence that ‘the international statue …would prevent us from 
retreating…”?

• logical outcome: necessary and expected consequence.
• confined to: limited to



• aftermath: a result or consequence, esp. an unpleasant one.
• international stature:  to develop and grow into a nation respected and esteemed by 

all other nations in the world.
• provincial: narrow, limited like that of rural provinces.
• bordering oceans: the Pacific Ocean and the Pacific Ocean.

Paraphrasing

• Second, it was reluctantly realized by some –subconsciously if not openly—that our 
country was no longer isolated in either politics or tradition and that we had reached 
an international stature  that would forever prevent us from retreating behind the 
artificial walls of a provincial morality or the geographical protection of our two 
bordering oceans.

1. Some people in the United States fully understood, though unwillingly, that the 
United States could no longer remain isolated politically or in matters of social 
customs and practices. If these people did not state their views openly, at least, they 
understood it subconsciously.

2. We have become a world power so we can no longer in our action just follow the 
principles of right and wrong as accepted in our own country, nor can we remain 
isolated geographically protected by the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. In other words, 
the United States can no longer pursue a policy of isolationism.

3. Para 3

Background information

Victorian Age (Victorian gentility) 

Victoria (1819-1901) was queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland from 
1837-1901 and became one of the most rulers in English history. Her 63-year reign was the 
longest in British history. Great Britain reached ther height of its power during this period. It 
built a great colonial empire and enjoyed tremendous industrial expansion at home. As a 
result, the time of Victoria’s reign is often called the Victorian Age. 

During the Victoria Age, great economic, social, and political changes occurred in Britain. 
The British Empire reaches its height and covered about a fourth of the world’s land. Industry 
and trade expanded rapidly, and railroads and lands crisscrossed the country. Science and 
technology made great advances. The size of the middle-class grew enormously. Bt the 
1850s, more and more people were getting an education. In addition. The government 
introduced democratic reforms. For example, an increasing number of people received the 
right to vote. 

In spite of the prosperity of the Victorian Age, factory and farm workers lived in terrible 
poverty. Rich people lived on poor people with the cover of religion. New scientific theories 
seemed to challenge many religious beliefs. The most controversial theory appeared in the 



Origin of Species(1859) by the biologist Charles Darwin in the book other scientists led 
many people feel that traditional values could no longer guide their lives. Writers also 
analyzed the loss of faith in traditional values. 

The writers in Victorian Age criticized the courts, the clergy, and the neglect of the poor. 
England was two nations, one rich and one poor. Charles Dickens’ Oliver Twist, William 
Thackery’s Vanity Fair the three Bronte Sisters---Jane Eyre, all these writers attacked the 
greed and hypocrisy they saw in society, discuss the relationship between society and the 
individual. Victorian society was vulgar, coarse, philistine and pretentious. The term 
Victorian, like the middle-class society in the time of Queen Victoria, very respectable and 
religious in a formal way that sometimes only pretends to be good and pure (esp. in matters 
of sex, (His opinions are very Victorian. (指该时代陈腐伪善的道德标准和华丽藻饰的文

艺风格。) 

• Questions to consider
What were the features of modern industry?
What role did the war play in the Revolt and in the young generation?
What attitude did “the mass murder” and “shooting” reveal of the writer view of the 
war?

-- Words and Expressions
• gentility: the quality of being genteel; specifically, excessive or affected 

refinement and elegance  有教养,温文尔雅
• aggressiveness: bold and energetic pursuit of one’s end, enterprise
• booming: rapid growth or development.
• impersonality: lack of personal or human character; the quality of not involving 

personal feelings.
• fashion:  train or influence into a particular state or character; produce, make, 

create.
• bustle: hurry busily or with much fuss and bother
• precipitate: throw headlong; cause to happen before expected, needed, bring on,

Paraphrasing

1. The rejection of Victorian gentility was, in any case, inevitable.
    In any case, America could not avoid casting aside its middle-class responsibility and 
affected refinement.
2. War or no war, as the generation passed, it became increasingly difficult for our 
young people to accept…
    With or without a war, as one generation followed another, the young people found it 
increasingly difficult to accept standards of behavior that seemed in no way to be related to 
the noisy, busy world of business, and it was in this bustling business world that they were 
expected to become successful.
3. The war acted merely as a catalytic agent in this breakdown of the Victorian social 
structure.
     The war only helped to speed up the breakdown of the Victorian social structure.



4. Para 4-- Words and Expressions

Background information

1. Bohemia and Bohemianism 
Bohemia is a region of Czech Republic; the nomadic, often vilified, group called the Gypsies 
or Romany are called "bohemiens" in French. How did this word come to describe the poor 
artists of Paris in the nineteenth century? 
Henry Murger tried to distance himself and his subjects from the Gypsies, emphasizing in his 
preface to Scenes de la Vie de Boheme that "The Bohemians of whom it is a question in this 
book have no connection with the Bohemians whom melodramatists have rendered 
synonymous with robbers and assassins. Neither are they recruited from among the 
dancing-bear leaders, sword swallowers, gilt watch-guard venders, street lottery keepers, and 
a thousand other vague and mysterious professionals whose main business is to have no 
business at all, and who are always ready to turn their hands to anything except good" (xxxi). 
But in spite of this, the Bohemians and the Gypsies, in the most prevalent perceptions of 
both, shared some characteristics. Both groups are known for their vagabond lifestyle, for 
their merry poverty, for their disregard of money for the pursuit of music, color, and 
relationships. They are groups that have different priorities than the dominant cultures of 
their societies, groups that inspire both disdain and envy. 
By the mid-1800s, however, French authors such as George Sand and Honore de Balzac had 
already started to use the word bohemian in a very different sense. The 1932 Dictionnaire de 
l'Academie Francaise describes this new meaning this way: "One who lives a vagabond, 
unregimented life without assured resources, who does not worry about tomorrow" (150, 
translation by EAG). 
Although the word had been used by some in this sense since the beginning of the 19th 
century, not until Murger's play La Vie de Boheme did everyone come to understand the 
word's new meaning. "According to the Corsaire's dramatic critic, the audience at the 
Varietes had been a little puzzled to begin with, but by the end of the evening all doubts were 
dispersed, and everyone now understood exactly what was meant by the vie de Boheme" 
(Easton 136). 
Murger's introduction to Scenes de la Vie de Boheme outlines his perspective on Bohemians. 
"Bohemia is a stage in artistic life; it is the preface to the Academy, the Hotel Dieu, or the 
Morgue . . . Today, as of old, every man who enters on an artistic career, without any other 
means of livelihood than his art itself, will be forced to walk in the paths of Bohemia" 
(xxxvi). 
He continues to outline the three main kinds of Bohemians that frequent the Latin Quarter: 

 Unknown Dreamers - amateur artists who do not seek publicity but expect it to 
come for them. They are poor and often die from poverty. Murger calls this way of 
life a "blind alley," and says that their avoidance of fame works against them (xl). 

 Amateur - has a steady income but chooses to live in Bohemia for the fun of it. Once 
they have had their fill, they will return to the bourgeoisie. 

 Stalwart Official Bohemians - must be known as an artist to the wider world; though 
they are not making a lot of money, they are guided by ambition and are expected to 



soon be "making it" in the world of art. They known both how to be frugal and how to 
be extravagant and can fit in in squalor or luxury. 

Other authors offered their own definitions. "Bohemia is a district in the Department of the 
Seine bordered on the north by cold, on the west by hunger, on the south by love, and on the 
east by hope" (Silhouette magazine, qtd. in Miller 60). Author Honore de Balzac wrote "This 
word 'boheme' is self-explanatory. Bohemia possesses nothing, yet contrives to exist on that 
nothing. Its religion is hope; its code, faith in itself; its income, in so far that it appears to 
have one, charity." 
The first generations of bohemians were predominantly bourgeois youths on their own in 
Paris, trying out an independent, artistic life for the first time. For them, Bohemianism was a 
prolonged adolescence, a time to pretend to be poor before returning to comfortable homes 
and bourgeois careers. Later, working class people joined the movement too, brining with 
them their knowledge of actual poverty. 
Though they made light of their serious concerns, "to spend one's days hungry and ill-shod, 
and making paradoxes about it, is really the dreariest kind of existence" (Champfleury, qtd. 
in Easton 124). Even when poverty was novel, it could still be depressing and even 
dangerous. 
And yet - "Bad as things might seem from time to time, what compensations this life of 
freedom brought with it: getting up late, lounging and sponging one's way round the clock, 
and at the end of it, excusing everything, the observation: 'We're only young once!'" (Easton 
123). 

Life is short and we must enjoy ourselves whilst we can ---Schaunard in Murger's Scenes de 
la Vie de Boheme (26.)

Worship of the Diety of Art 
The Romantic ideal, the image of the starving artist in his empty garret who sacrificed 
everything he had for his art which has gone unappreciated-What made him give up his 
comfortable bourgeois lifestyle? There are two theories about this movement of the youth. 
First, the Bourgeois saved a Christian ethic, which had been attacked during the revolution. 
They changed it to suit their own needs, as Miller says "Salvation through success in the 
communion of nationalism." However, the youth, always a more radical segment of society 
than those with families, saw this as a hypocrisy, which meant that Christianity and 
middle-class values no longer had all, or even most, of the answers. 
Secondly, while France did not undergo a rapid change into industrialism, it did begin to 
build up its factories, especially in Paris. The youth movement that later became the 
bohemians, felt that this was a destruction of natural beauty and that the bourgeois, in 
general, were a plague upon the earth, feeding upon what was good and natural. 
In retaliation, the bohemians split themselves away, disassociating themselves from the hated 
bourgeois, even when they were merely sons of bourgeois families that they would later 
rejoin. 
To develop freely every intellectual fancy, whether or not it shocks taste, conventions, and 
rules; to hate and repulse to the utmost...'shopkeepers', 'Philistines', or 'bourgeois'; to 



celebrate the pleasures of love with a passion capable of scorching the paper on which we 
record them, insisting upon love as the sole end and sole means of happiness;' and to sanctify 
and deify Art, regarded as second Creator: such are the underlying ideas of the programme 
which each one of us, according to his strength, tries to practise- the ideal and secret 
ordinances of Romantic Youth.
Gautier himself was within Hugo's circle of influence, the early days of the Romantic 
Movement. That circle "insisted on the freedom of the artist and the autonomy of art as the 
first principles of their faith." (Easton 59) The faith continued on, though Hugo's circle broke 
up. 
In an effort to be different from the bourgeois, and as an effect of many of the bohemians 
actually being relatively poor, a 'seize the day' attitude ran rampant. While the bourgeois 
began to accept the students and artists as eccentric, but tolerable as they were only young 
once, the bohemians saw the carpe diem attitude as necessary. 
Tomorrow is an absurdity of the almanac, it is a daily pretext that men have invented in 
order to put off their business today. Tomorrow may be an earthquake. Today, at any rate, 
we are on solid ground (261) --Musette in Scenes de la Vie de Boheme

2. Greenwich Village 

It is a section of New York., on the lower west side of Manhattan noted as a center for artists, 
writers etc.: formerly a village. 

The Bohemian quarter of New York. Many writers of good repute and high achievement 
lived there in the 1920s, but it was also a haunt of undesirables. 

District of New York City, situated in lower Manhattan, during the colonial period was a 
separate village and later became an exclusive residential district. Paine wrote The Crisis in 
Greenwich Village, and Poe later lived there, but it was not until the end of the 19th century 
that it became famous for its bohemianism as an artistic and literary colony. Among those 
who lived in the village, and among those who contributed to its long succession of little 
magazines, including the Little Review, The Masses, The Playboy. 

Questions to consider:
What did the young generation try to escape from?
What made it possible for them to take up the Bohemian way of life?
Explain: international respnsibilities

• mores: customs, esp. the fixed or traditional customs of a society, often acquiring 
the force of law.

• faddishness: the following of fashion
• hectic: characterized by excitement, rush, confusion, etc.
• perversion: corruption
• orgy: any wild riotous licentious merry-making; 
• spree: a lively, noisy frolic
• reveller: a person who makes merry or is noisily festive



• sober up: free from drunkenness, be clear-headed after drunkenness

Paraphrasing

1. Thus in a changing world youth was faced with the challenge of bringing our mores 
up to date.

• Thus in a world where everything was changing, our young people had to take up 
the demanding task of reforming our traditional social customs in order to keep up 
with this changing world.

2.  It was tempted…immorality:
     In America at least, the young people were strongly inclined to shirk their 
responsibilities. They pretended to be worldly-wise, drinking and behaving naughtily. They 
pretended to live like unconventional artists or poets, breaking the moral code of the 
community.
3. The much-publicized…escapism:  
    This much reported wild and riotous life the intellectuals in Greenwich Village and 
their defiant open declarations of their motives and intentions provided the young people 
with a philosophy that could justify their escapism.
4. The crash … to sober up: metaphor
     The Great Economic Depression which started in the United States in 1929 

5. Para 5-

Background information

John Dos Passo and his Three Soldiers 

Dos Passos was born January 14, 1896, in Chicago and educated at Harvard 
University. He utilized his wartime experience as an ambulance driver in 
France as background for his first novel One Man's Initiationó1917 (1920). 
Both critical and popular recognition came to Dos Passos with his next bitter 
antiwar novel, Three Soldiers (1921). Manhattan Transfer (1925), a panoramic 
view of life in New York City between 1890 and 1925, became immensely 
successful. Containing fragments of popular songs, news headlines, 
stream-of-consciousness monologues, and naturalistic fragments from the 
lives of a horde of unrelated characters, this powerful novel determined the 
style of the best of his later novels. His trilogy U.S.A. (collected in 1938), in 
the same style, expanded his panorama to encompass the entire nation. 
Comprising The 42nd Parallel (1930), 1919 (1932), and The Big Money 
(1936), the trilogy depicts the growth of American materialism from the 1890s 
to the Great Depression of the early 1930s. 

After the publication of U.S.A., Dos Passos underwent a change of 
philosophy; previously radical in outlook, his philosophy became increasingly 
conservative. At the same time his writing became less impassioned and his 
style more direct and simple. He continued to produce a great deal of work, 



including several novels, books of personal observation, history, biography, 
and travel. The best-received was Midcentury (1961), a novel in which he 
returned to the kaleidoscopic technique of his earlier successes to depict a 
panoramic view of postwar America. At the time of his death, on September 
28, 1970, in Baltimore, Maryland, Dos Passos had finished most of a novel, 
The Thirteenth Chronicle. Posthumously published were Easter Island (1971), 
a travel book, and The Fourteenth Chronicle (1973), his diaries and letters. 
Dos Passos died in 1970, and most of his work is not yet in the public domain. 

Questions to consider:
1) What was the war like in the young generation’s mind?
2) What did they believe the war could do?
3)

Words and Expressions:

stalemate: any unresolved situation in which further action is impossible or useless; deadlock 
僵持
insolence: being boldly disrespectful in speech or behavior; imprudence
belligerent (n. adj.) at war; of war
strenuous: vigorous, arduous, zealous, etc.
jingoism: chauvinism characterized by an aggressive, threatening, warlike foreign policy.
strife: a struggle, fight, or quarrel
fracas: a noisy fight or loud quarrel; brawl
dissolve into: fade out
infantry: foot soldiers collectively
harass: trouble, worry, or torment, as with cares, debts, repeated questions
draft: the choosing or taking of an individual or individuals from a group for some special 
purpose, esp. for compulsory military service
unabated: sustaining an original intensity or maintaining full force with no decrease

Paraphrasing
1. Our young men began to enlist under foreign flags.
    Our young me joined the armies of foreign countries to fight in the war.
2. They wanted… belly up:
    The young people wanted to take part in the glorious adventure before the whole war 
ended.
3. The strife…San Juan Hill.
     The Civil War of 1861 – 1865 was always portrayed in the movies and in stories as a 
highly sentimental drama and the war with Spain in 1898 always ended in a scene in a movie 
showing the one-sided victory at Manila or the Americans charging up San Juan Hill.
4. More than enough otherwise sensible boys….
    who were sensible in many other ways.
5. The enlistment craze continued unabated
    People kept on going to join the army without any reducing of their enthusiasm
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Ⅲ. Lesson Seven The Libido for the Ugly ( the detailed study)

1. Para 6-

Questions to consider:
\
What did they find out when they returned home?
What made them feel unbearable? 

Words and Expressions

spirit of carnival: festive spirit, spirit of revelry and merry-making
dissipate: become less, disappear completely
contingent: a share, proportion, or quota, as of troops, delegates, etc.
bombast: talk or writing that sounds grand or important but has little meaning; pompous 
language.
recession: a temporary falling off of business activity during a period when such activity has 
been generally increasing.
problem children: children that are difficult to handle.
whip up: rouse, excite
outmoded: no longer in fashion or accepted
sodden: dull or stupefied, as from overindulgence in liquor
smug: pleased with oneself as how good and kind they are.

Paraphrasing

1. The eager young men had a good taste of twentieth-century warfare.
   metaphor. They had real or thorough experience of the war.
2. To their lasting glory, they fought with distinction.
    The young people fought very bravely and well and as a result they will always be 
honored and admired.
3. Fourth-of July bombast:



    pompous and patriotic speeches made during the Fourth of July celebrations
4. They had outgrown town and families …understand.
    metaphor, comparing their unsuitability to growing too large for one’s clothes. These 
young people could no longer adapt themselves to lives in their home towns or their 
families. They suddenly felt very confused and weary of the world. They and their relatives 
could not understand why this happened.
5. Resume the pose of self-deceiving Victorian innocence:
    to resume living and behaving simply and innocently as the former Victorian social 
structure required them to do.
6. Something in the tension-ridden youth of America had to ‘give’:
   something in the youth of America, who were already very tense, had to break down.
  

2. Para 7-

Background information

 Sinclair Lewis (1885-1995)and Babbitt (Babbittry) 
American novelist, playwright, and social critic who gained popularity with satirical 

novels. Sinclair Lewis won the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1930, the first given to 
American. His total output includes 22 novels and three plays. Though Lewis criticized at 
times the American way of living, his basic view of the "American human comedy" was 
optimistic. 

"His central characters are the pioneer, the doctor, the scientist, the 
businessman, and the feminist. The appeal of his best fiction lies in the 
opposition between his idealistic protagonists and an array of fools, 
charlatans, and scoundrels - evangelists, editorialists, pseudo-artists, 
cultists, and boosters." (from The Quixotic Vision of Sinclair Lewis by 
Martin Light, 1975) 

Harry Sinclair Lewis was born in Sauk Centre, a prairie village in the heart of Minnesota, as 
the third son of a country doctor. His mother, who was the daughter of a Canadian physician, 
died of tuberculosis when Lewis was six years old. His father remarried a year later Isabel 
Warner. Lewis considered her psychically his own mother. She read to him and he had 
access to the three or four hundred volumes, exclusive of medical books, in his father's 
library. Later Lewis characterized Sauk Center "narrow-minded and socially provincial" and 
books offered him one way of escape. His life was also made miserable by teasing - he was 
strange-looking with his red hair and very bad skin. At the age of 13 Lewis ran away from 
home to become a drummer boy in the Spanish-American War, but his father caught up with 
him at the railroad station, and brought the boy home. Lewis started to write and keep a diary 
early in his youth; he produced romantic poetry, and stories about knights and fair ladies. 
Before 1921 he had already published six novels. 
In 1902 Lewis entered the Oberlin Academy, but then moved to Yale University and started 
to contribute the Yale Literary Magazine. On one summer vacation Lewis traveled to 
England on a cattle boat and in another year, dissatisfied with college, he went to Panama in 
search of a job on the canal. He also worked as a janitor at Upton Sinclair's socialist 



commune Helicon Hall (1906-07), and tried to earn his living as a free-lance writer in New 
York for some time. In Yale Lewis met Jack London, and later he sold the elder writer short 
story plots. 
Lewis received his M.A. in 1908 and worked for publishing houses and various magazines in 
Iowa, Carmel, San Francisco, Washington D.C. and New York City. In Greenwich Village 
he associated occasionally with such radicals as John Reed and Floyd Dell. For a short time 
he was a member of the Socialist Party. Lewis's first published book was HIKE AND THE 
AEROPLANE, which appeared in 1912 under the pseudonym Tom Graham. The next book, 
OUR MR WRENN (1914) presented a hero, who is innocent, naïve, and who dreams of 
adventures. After travels abroad he returns to his normal idyllic life. Similar characters 
populate Lewis's further novels, among them Carol Kennicott from the novel MAIN 
STREET (1920). From 1913-14 Lewis produced a syndicated book page, which helped him 
to gain good reviews of his own works by his fellow writers. In 1914 Lewis married Grace 
Livingston Hegger, an editor at Vogue. Their son, Wells, was named after the famous British 
writer. For the following two years Lewis worked as an editor and advertising manager at the 
book publishing firm George H. Doran Company. In 1916 he abandoned his job and traveled 
with his wife around the country. 
After publishing two novels, Lewis devoted himself entirely to writing. He gained fame with 
Main Street, a study of idealism and reality in a narrow-minded small-town. "Main Street is 
the continuation of main Streets everywhere." It meant cheap shops, ugly public buildings, 
and citizens who were bound by rigid conventions. The protagonist, Carol Kennicott, is an 
emancipated woman, who is in conflict with the conformity of Gopher Prairie - gopher is a 
large rodent living in the western states of the U.S. Before marrying Dr Will Kennicott of 
Gopher Prairie, Carol has studied library science in Chicago and worked in St. Paul 
Minnesota. The town is far from the romantic picture of open and democratic American 
community. Carol joins the clubs, the Library Board to encourage reading, and learns to play 
bridge, but she soon finds out that unions and profit sharing are dangerous subjects in 
conversation. After flirting with a lawyer she meets a young Swedish sailor, who leaves the 
town, before they start to do something else than talk and walk together. She leaves her 
family, and moves to Washington, DC. Erik finds his way to Hollywood, and Carol returns to 
Gopher Prairie, but without feeling defeated: "I do not admit that Main Street is as beautiful 
as it should be! I do not admit that dish-washing is enough to satisfy all women!" The book 
had parallels with the author's own early life. Carol also has skin problems. Lewis claimed 
that Main Street was read "with the same masochistic pleasure that one has in sucking an 
aching tooth." 
Main Street was published in the late autumn and it became a best-seller at the Christmas 
rush. "A new voice was loosed on the American ear," wrote one critic. The Pulitzer Prize jury 
had voted for it but the Columbia University trustees overturned their decision and gave the 
prize instead to Edith Wharton for The Age of Innocence. Lewis's next novel, BABBITT 
(1922), was a merciless portrait of a Midwestern businessmen. His hometown, Zenith, is a 
version of Gopher Prairie, although Zenith is much bigger. George F. Babbitt, forty-six years 
old, yearns for freedom but in his world art and culture are in the service of business. "To 
George F. Babbitt, as to most prosperous citizens of Zenith, his motor-car was poetry and 
tragedy, love and heroism. The office was his pirate ship but the car his perilous excursion 



ashore." (from Babbitt). His brief period of rebellion starts when his closest friend kills his 
wife and is sent to prison. All his attempts to live a more "bohemian" life fails and he returns 
to the fold of his clan of good fellows. "Babbittry" soon became synonymous with 
conformism and unthinking commercialism. Sherwood Anderson saw Lewis's prose as a 
"dreary ocean" but "in Babbitt there are moments when the people of whom he writes, with 
such amazing attention to the outer details of lives, begin to think and feel a little, and with 
the coming of life into his people a kind of nervous, hurried beauty and life flits, like a 
lantern carried by a night watchman past the window of a factory as one stands waiting and 
watching in a grim street on a night of December." 
ARROWSMITH (1925) depicted the life of a doctor, Martin Arrowsmith, who is caught 
between his idealism and commercialism. The book was awarded a Pulitzer Prize, which 
Lewis declined, but in a letter he wrote to his publisher, "Any thoughts on pulling wires for 
[Arrowsmith] for Nobel Prize?" Lewis explained that because the award was meant for books 
that celebrate American wholesomeness, his novels, which are critical, should not be 
awarded the prize. The book was dedicated to Edith Wharton whom he admired and never 
complained that he did not receive the prize earlier. With the scientific aspects of the book 
Lewis collaborated with Dr. Paul De Kruif. They spent two months in the Caribbean 
observing outbeaks of infection and then continued to England. Lewis drank and wrote, 
while de Kruif took seriously their cooperation. Later Lewis confessed: "I am indebted not 
only for most of the bacteriological and medical material in this tale but equally for his 
suggestions in the planning of the fable itself-for his realization of the characters as living 
people, for his philosophy as a scientist." In the following works Lewis often used experts for 
technical advice, like Emile Zola had done in France. John Ford's film version of Arrowsmith 
from 1931 was produced by Samuel Goldwyn. Ford was faithful to the novel's themes, but he 
made the Midwestern doctor more pompous than Lewis intended. At Goldwyn's request, 
Ford promised not to drink during the shooting of the film. However, the director walked off 
the picture after some troubles and boozed on Catalina Island. Finally he was removed by 
Goldwyn. 

"Every compulsion is put upon writers to become safe, polite, obedient, 
and sterile. In protest, I declined election to the National Institute of Arts 
and Letters some years ago, and now I must decline the Pulitzer Prize."
(from the author's letter, 1926) 

ELMER GANTRY (1927) was an attack on the hypocritical ministers, written with angry, 
sparkling style. The book added a swindler after an idealist and a businessman into Lewis's 
great portrayals of basic American characters. Elmer is a foerm football player, who is 
expelled from a theological seminary for drinking, but remanis an energic, ordained Baptist 
minister. His spectacular temple burns down but he becomes the first preacher to have his 
own radio show. In DODSWORT (1929) a couple, Sam and Fran, whose marriage collapses, 
travels in Europe. The Dodsworths separate, Sam marries a an American widow, Fran's 
mother intervenes when she plans to marry a Viennese man, who has a von in his name. 
ANN VICKERS (1933) examined the corruption of social services. Its idealistic heroine 
experiences humiliations in love but finally finds a man, with whom she can share her life. In 
1925 Lewis divorced from his first wife and married three years later Dorothy Thompson, a 
newspaper correspondent, with whom he traveled to London, Berlin, Vienna, and Moscow. 



At that time Lewis was drinking heavily, and managed to offend most of his friends. 
Theodore Dreiser, the other American finalist for the Nobel Prize, was bitterly disappointed, 
when Lewis won the award. 
During the 1930s Lewis devoted considerable attention to the theater. His last major work, IT 
CANT HAPPEN HERE (1935), portrayed a fascist coup d'état in America. In the next 
decade Lewis's writing habits remained unchanged: he wrote his book in a month and then 
did everything else until he was ready to start another one. He loved beautiful surroundings, 
he had a handsome old house in Williamstown, Massachusetts, he lived in the best hotels in 
America and Europe, and in Florence he leased a grandiose Mussolini-style villa. In 1942 he 
was divorced from his second wife - he had found a much younger woman. In 1944 his son, 
Wells, was killed in World War II combat in France. 
Although Lewis continued to publish books at regular rate for the next twenty years, only 
occasionally did his novels capture large audiences. Among Lewis's later works are the 
highly conservative THE PRODIGAL PARENTS (1938), CASS TIMBERLANE (1945), 
and KINGBLOODS ROYAL (1947), which deals with racial prejudice. Lewis spent his final 
years in Europe, suffering from failing health after a life of heavy drinking and a serious skin 
disease which irritated his already short temper. During the last period of his life Lewis hired 
secretaries to play chess with him and keep him company. Lewis died of the effects of 
advanced alcoholism on January 10, 1951, alone Rome. His last novel, WORLD SO WIDE, 
was published posthumously. 
Babbitt: The novel behind the name, Babbitt is Sinclair Lewis’s classic commentary on 
middle-class society. George Follanbee Babbitt has acquired everything required to fit neatly 
into the mold of social expectation—except total comfort with it. Distracted by the feeling 
that there must be more, Babbitt starts pushing limits, with many surprising results. 
George Folanbee Babbitt—a forty-six-year-old, an enterprising, moral, stereotyped, and 
prosperous real-estate broker of the typical Midwestern city of Zenith, has been trained to 
believe in the virtues of home life, the Republican party, and the middle-class conventions. It 
satirizes United States business and social life in the 1920s. Babbitt, a comic creation whose 
popularity did much to make English readers aware of contemporary American literature, is 
presented as a success by common standards of his generation, but at the end he tells his 
son:” I’ve never done a single thing I’ve wanted to do in my whole life!” After George 
Babbitt, title character of smugly conventional person interested chiefly in business and 
social success and indifferent to cultural values, philistine. 
Babbittry: philistine, uncultured person whose interest are material and commonplace. 

Questions
What pattern did the Greenwich Village set up?
What was Greenwich Village well-known for?

Words and expressions

dubious:  rousing suspicious; feeling doubt; skeptical
harbor:  provide shelter for
Babbitry: title character of “Main Street” by Sinclair Lewis – a smugly conventional person 
interested chiefly in business and social success and indifferent to cultural values.
flock to: swarm to, go in large numbers



flout: be scornful; show contempt; jeer, scoff

Paraphrasing

• Greenwich Village set the pattern.
     metonymy. The writers and artists living in Greenwich Village set the example with 
other young intellectuals throughout the country follow.

• The village had long enjoyed a dubious reputation for Bohemianism and 
eccentricity.

     Greenwich Village had long been widely but unfavorably known for its unconventional 
and nonconforming way of life.

• Greenwich Village harbored enough major writers.
     Greenwich Village provided shelter for enough major writers.

• It was only natural that hopeful young writers, their minds and pens inflamed 
against was…artistic centre.

     Metonymy, “pens” standing for their writing. It was only natural that hopeful writers 
whose minds and writings were filled with violent anger against war, Babbitry, and 
“Puritanical” gentility, should come in great numbers to live in Greenwich Village, the 
traditional artistic center.

3. Para 8-

Questions
How did the Americans react the fashion?

Words and expressions:

• defy: show disobedience
• conflagration: a big, destructive fire
• fast: living in a reckless, wild, dissipated way
• pulpit:  preachers collectively
• obliquely: indirectly or evasively
• vulgar: common to the great mass of people in general; common; popular

Paraphrasing

1. Soon they found their imitators among the non-intellectuals.
   Soon there appeared many young people who were not writers or artists but who 
imitated them.
2. …to add their own little matchsticks to the conflagration of “flaming youth”
    metaphor. Many other young people began to intensify and spread this revolt of the 
young by their own misdeeds.
3. it was Greenwich Village that fanned the flames.
    Metonymy and metaphor. The young intellectuals living in Greenwich Village helped 
to keep the revolt alive and to spread it throughout the country.
4.Each town had its “fast” set.
  Each town was proud that it had a group of wild, reckless people, who lived 
unconventional lives.
5. Who had suffered no real disillusion…vulgar rebellion.
   metaphor, comparing unconventional lives to playing with toys. These young brothers 



ad sisters did not take part in the war, so they had no feeling of real disillusionment or loss. 
Nevertheless they began to imitate the manners of their elders and  live the 
unconventional and nonconforming lives of those who were rebelling against society.

4. Para 9-

Questions
Why did the intellectuals feel disappointed with the national imitation?
What was the theme of the book “Civilization of the United States”?
What did the intellectuals do at last? Why? 

Words and Expressions

• avid: having an ardent desire or unbounded crazing, greedy.
• acute : extremely sharp or severe; intense.
• susceptible to: easily affected emotionally; having a sensitive nature of feelings
• diatribe: a bitter, abusive criticism or denunciation 
• boobery: same as “Babbitry”, smug, self-satisfied, conformist in cultural 

matters.
• grandiose: having grandeur or magnificence; imposing; impressive.
• burden: a principal or recurring idea, a theme.
• adjunct: something attached to another in a dependent or subordinate position.
• crook: one who makes a living by dishonest methods.
• glint: a momentary flash of light, a sparkle.
• expatriate: withdraw oneself from one’s native land or from allegiance to it.

教  案
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教学内容与组织安排

Outline
. Warm upⅠ
. ReviewⅡ
. LessonⅢ Seven The Libido for the Ugly ( the detailed study)

1. The Study of Para 10
1. The Study of Para 11
Ⅳ.Topic for oral work

Teaching Process

. Warm upⅠ

. ReviewⅡ

. LessonⅢ Seven The Libido for the Ugly ( the detailed study)

1. Para 10-

Background information:

Earnest Hemingway and his The Sun Also Rises 
 His books are seldom read today, and his legend almost a faded memory. But in the 

1930s and 1940s Ernest Hemingway was a literary idol--and role model for young writers 
who imitated his sparse prose and adventurous lifestyle. 

 Fame came to Hemingway early; while in his twenties he wrote The Sun Also Rises, a 
novel about American expatriates in Paris. The people he wrote about had survived the First 
World War. They were unconcerned with money or materialism and instead were content to 
while away their days in cafes or running with the bulls at Pamplona. This was--in Gertrude 
Stein's words--the "Lost Generation," and Hemingway became their bard. 

 Only years later would the image of Hemingway in Paris, the struggling young artiste, be 
exposed as a masterful public relations job. Married to a Southern heiress who supported him 
in high bohemian style, Hemingway dressed in bulky sweaters to appear muscular and 
masculine as he paraded around the Latin Quarter. His writing style derived from Gertrude 
Stein and Sherwood Anderson-- both of whom he derided in private. It was hinted that the 
main character in The Sun Also Rises, the irrepressible Lady Brett, was borrowed from 
another novel. But, by the time these stories were published, years after the fact, the 
Hemingway myth was solid as Dr. Eiffel's Tower. (Morley Callaghan, That Summer in Paris, 
New York: Penguin Books ed., 1979) 

 Until his death--a suicide--in 1961, Hemingway was seldom out of public view. His 
technique was to embark on an adventure, then recapture it in a book. The Green Hills of 
Africa was based on a big game hunt the writer undertook; For Whom the Bell Tolls 
fictionalized the Spanish Civil War which Hemingway had covered as a correspondent in the 



1930s. 
 Battles, boxing, bull fights: Ernest Hemingway was there, at ringside, celebrating the cult 

of manhood and danger. When the Allies swept into Paris and liberated the city, Hemingway, 
who was covering the war for Collier's, rode in with the troops. The author carried a pistol 
and was surrounded by an entourage that included a cook, a photographer, and a public 
relations officer that the Army had provided. 

By the end of the war, Hemingway was world famous, his bearded face and massive 
body recognized everywhere. According to a biographer, movie stars and waiters alike knew 
the author as "Papa." (A.E. Hotchner, Papa Hemingway, New York: Random House, 1966) 
He stayed at the Ritz and maintained homes in several countries, including a finca in Cuba 
where he wrote, bred his fighting cocks, and held court to a stream of visitors from around 
the world. 
Ernest Hemingway was born on July 21, 1899, in the village of Oak Park, Illinois, close to 
the prairies and woods west of Chicago. Both here and in Michigan, he would explore, camp, 
fish and hunt with his physician father, Dr. Clarence "Ed" Hemingway. In Chicago he would 
attend concerts and operas and visit art museums with his mother, a musician and artist. Both 
parents and their nearby families fostered the Victorian priorities of the time: religion, family, 
work and discipline. They followed the Victorians' elaborate sentimental style in living and 
writing. At Oak Park and River Forest High School, Ernest reported and wrote articles, 
poems and stories for the school's publications largely based on his direct experiences. 
The year Ernest graduated he began reporting for the Kansas City Star. Here he learned to get 
to the heart of a story with direct, simple sentences. After entering World War I the following 
year, he was wounded near the Italian/Austrian front. Hospitalized, he fell in love with his 
nurse, who later called off their relationship. These dramatic personal events against the 
backdrop of a brutal war became the basis of Hemingway's first widely successful novel, A 
Farewell to Arms, published in the following decade. 
In Europe in the 1920's , Ernest learned from avant-garde writers like Gertrude Stein and 
Ezra Pound their literary spareness and compression. Hemingway used these methods in 
short stories and novels that captured the attention of both critics and the public. 
After growing success with his groundbreaking style, Hemingway wrote out of his own 
direct experience about bullfighting, big game hunting and deep sea fishing on three 
continents. In the 1930's, he turned to writing for causes, including democracy as he knew it 
in the Spanish Civil War and World War II. In each conflict he sought support for the side he 
favored. But he insisted on impartially telling 襤 ow it was?in both wars, which he knew 
firsthand from begin there. 
In the years following World War II, many critics said Hemingway's best writing was past. 
But he surprised them all by publishing the novella, The Old Man and the Sea, about a poor 
Cuban fisherman's struggle to land a great fish. This work led to his Pulitzer Prize in 1952. 
Two years later he received the Nobel Prize for his "powerful, style- making mastery of the 
art of modern narration." 
Hemingway's years following these awards saw few works as successful as his novella or 
earlier writing. The effects of Ernest's lifelong depressions, illnesses and accidents were 
catching up with him. It was especially devastating now that he could no longer write as he 
once did. In July, 1961, he ended his life in Ketchum, Idaho. But as he had hoped, his writing 



lives on. His works continue to sell very well, translated in an amazing variety of languages 
around the world. 
The Sun Also Rises first appeared in 1926, and yet it's as fresh and clean and fine as it ever 
was, maybe finer. Hemingway's famously plain declarative sentences linger in the mind like 
poetry: "Brett was damned good-looking. She wore a slipover jersey sweater and a tweed 
skirt, and her hair was brushed back like a boy's. She started all that." His cast of 
thirtysomething dissolute expatriates--Brett and her drunken fiancé, Mike Campbell, the 
unhappy Princeton Jewish boxer Robert Cohn, the sardonic novelist Bill Gorton--are as 
familiar as the "cool crowd" we all once knew. No wonder this quintessential lost-generation 
novel has inspired several generations of imitators, in style as well as lifestyle. 
Jake Barnes, Hemingway's narrator with a mysterious war wound that has left him sexually 
incapable, is the heart and soul of the book. Brett, the beautiful, doomed English woman he 
adores, provides the glamour of natural chic and sexual unattainability. Alcohol and 
post-World War I anomie fuel the plot: weary of drinking and dancing in Paris cafés, the 
expatriate gang decamps for the Spanish town of Pamplona for the "wonderful nightmare" of 
a week-long fiesta. Brett, with fiancé and ex-lover Cohn in tow, breaks hearts all around until 
she falls, briefly, for the handsome teenage bullfighter Pedro Romero. "My God! he's a 
lovely boy," she tells Jake. "And how I would love to see him get into those clothes. He must 
use a shoe-horn." Whereupon the party disbands. 
But what's most shocking about the book is its lean, adjective-free style. The Sun Also Rises
is Hemingway's masterpiece--one of them, anyway--and no matter how many times you've 
read it or how you feel about the manners and morals of the characters, you won't be able to 
resist its spell. This is a classic that really does live up to its reputation. --David Laskin
Questions:
What common feature did the writing express?
Why did they return to America?
denominator: a shared characteristic
Paraphrasing
1. In no sense a movement in itself….
   The ‘lost generation’ was in no ways a literary movement. It was only a name given by 
Getrude Stein to the American expatriates living in Paris
2. who, almost to a man, drifted back within a few years out of shere homesickness.
   Almost everyone of them came back one after another within a few years to the United 
States because they all felt unhappy and depressed at being away from home and family.
3. To produce works ripened by the tempering of an older, more sophisticated society.
    They produced works made more mature by the influence and their experience of a 
more urbane and worldly-wise society (of Europe)

2. Para 11-

Questions
What did the writer think of the ‘lost generation’? Why?

Words and Expressions

iconoclastic: opposing to the religious use of images or advocating the destruction of 
such images



sterile: barren, unfruitful
write off: to drop from consideration; ignore
flay: criticize or scold mercilessly
Paraphrasing
such figures as… even by itself in a moment of self-pity:
no one could ignore this period and consider it non-productive for this decade produced 

many famous writers such as…. Even in a moment of self-pity these writers themselves 
cannot but admit that their decade was a very productive one.

.Topic for oral workⅣ

What younger generation problems do we have in China today?
What caused them?how can we solve them?
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教学内容与组织安排
Outline

. Warm upⅠ

. ExerciseⅡ
⑴.Exercise of Words Discrimination

.Text comprehension:⑵

.Write T for a true statement and F for a false statement, according to the text.⑶

, Fill in the blank with the following phrases and make changes if necessary.⑷

.Translate⑸  this paragraph into Chinese
(6) Proofreading

Teaching Process
. Warm upⅠ

. ExerciseⅡ
⑴.Exercise of Words Discrimination
1. boom and flourish
boom  1 v.i. Burst into sudden economic activity; prosper.   2 v.t. Force upon the attention 
of the public, promote.   

1 Trade for him never boomed and he earned only about twelve shillings a week. 
2 We're doing all we can..to boom Toronto as a Whisky Centre. 
flourish   2 v.i. Thrive, prosper, be successful.    3 v.i. Display vigour in, with; abound in, 
overflow with. 4 v.i. a Spend one's life or be active during a specified period. Foll. by in, at, 
about, etc.   b Be at the height of fame or excellence, be in one's pri  Also (colloq.), be in 
good health.   

1 1 It was a marvel so many flowers could flourish near a desert.
Like weeds in..rain it had flourished, spreading roots and..tentacles. 
2 2 I doubt..whether a lion would flourish on green things. 
Old pagan festivals, long-forgotten elsewhere, still flourished.
As her playing improved..her career began to flourish. 
4a James flourished nearly about the time of Chaucer and Gower. 

Aggression means unprovoked belligerent action, as by on nation upon the territory of 
another. An attack is aimed at injuring or destroying others, often by catching them off guard 
and unprepared. An assault is a violent attack, so violent that it ofen implies personal abuse 
motivated by envy, malice and the like. Bothe attack and assault can be applied to any violent 
conflict, verbal and well as physical:

A personal assault on the character of the chairman; a vigorous attack on the fiscal 
policy of the present government.

We will continue to resist the aggression because tyranny must be resisted;
The attack came just before dawn.
The final assaults were designed to clear the alst remnants of enemy resistance.
Aggression, as the abover example illustrates, is now wiedely used among diplomats to 

describe a variety of actions contrary or hostile to the interests of their own countries.
Aggression is thus a linguistic casualty of the cold war, and has lost mush of its meaning.



Assault suggests, perhaps, more than attack—the element of suddenness and surprise, as 
evidenced by the expression “surprise attack”; such emphasis is unnecessary with assault. In 
psychoanalytic useage aggression is a tendency towardy hostile action. This sense has led to 
a number of analogous popular usages:

He’s just taking out his aggressions on me!
Aggressive, forward, pushing.

Aggressive implies a vigorous attack on a problem or prosecution of one’s aims, and in 
this sense carries no derogatory connotation:

An aggressive of bold entrepreneur will seek success farther afield and will risk more in 
this search than will his more timid competitor.

Aggressive shares with forward and pushing a derogatory connotation of callousness in 
seeking one’s ends. A forward or pushing social climber may resort to gossip, slander and 
back-biting. Pushing may also be used in the less derogatory sense of aggressive to mean 
enterprising and energetic.

aggressive  1 Of or pertaining to aggression; offensive.   2 Disposed to attack others; 
characterized by aggression (sense 3).  . b Self-assertive, forceful. Chiefly N. Amer.   
aggressivity n. aggressive quality, aggressiveness   aggressively adv.   aggressiveness
n.  . 

1 An aggressive war, as distinguished from mere plundering inroads. 
3 3 If he were aggressive, he would swear at her. 
b  An ad promising high commissions to aggressive salesmen. 
aggression  1 An unprovoked attack; an assault. 2 The act of beginning a quarrel or war. 3 
Behaviour intended to injure another person or animal.   b Self-assertion, forcefulness.  

1 An unjust aggression upon their ancient liberties. 
Egypt had been the victim of an aggression by Israel. 
2 The protection of Ireland against foreign aggression. INDIRECT aggression.
3 The most deplorable manifestations of aggression share identical roots with valuable and 
essential parts of human endeavour. 

obsolete A adj. 1 No longer practised or used; outmoded, out of date. 
1 The House of Lords should be abolished as an obsolete and unnecessary part of our 
constitution. 
Even when you strip out its obsolete senses, round still has twelve uses as an adjective. 
3 The..Tomb of Nero..is embellished with carving, and bears a nearly obsolete inscription. 

obsolescent  1 Becoming obsolete; going out of use, out of production, or out of date.   
1Jazz lingo becomes obsolescent almost as fast as it reaches the public ear. 

Recession 不景气，工商业衰退期 3 Econ. A temporary decline in economic activity or 
prosperity.  recessionary a. of, pertaining to, or characterized by economic recession  
recession noun 1. economic decline, downturn, depression, slump; hard times. 2. the 
recession of flood waters receding, retreat, withdrawal, ebbing, abatement. See RECEDE 1.

depression  6 (A) reduction in quality, vigour, amount, activity, etc.; spec. (a) severe and 
prolonged decline in economic activity, a slump. b Lowering of pitch of the voice, a note, 
etc.  



6 A whole world on the slide into depression. 
the Depression the financial and industrial slump of 1929 and subsequent years. 

naive  1 Unaffected, unconsciously artless. Also, foolishly credulous, simple. 
1 Could he suppose her so naive as to be impressed? 
He smiled in naive pleasure. b naive painter, naive painting, etc. 
innocence   2 Freedom from cunning or artifice; guilelessness, artlessness, simplicity, lack 
of suspicion; lack of knowledge or sense, naiveté.   
1a How came our first Parents to sin, and to lose their Primitive Innocence? 
2 My little Daughter asked me with a great deal of innocence, why I never told them. 
None of them wished to display their innocence by asking any more questions. 

⑵.Text comprehension:
1) No aspect of life in the Twenties has been more commented upon and sensationally 
romanticized than _________.
A. the na?ve Fourth-of-July bombast
B. the rejection of Victorian gentility
C. the expatriation of the true intellectuals
D. The so-called Revolt of the Younger Generation

2) The young men began to enlist for ________.
A. fun in the war
B. the war before it was too late
C. the democracy before the war ended
D. the Victorian gentility after the war

3) “The Sad Young Men” actually refers to _________.
A. the lost generation
B. the angry young men
C. Beat generation
D. the war profiteers

4) The Sad Young Men included a group of young intellectuals except ________.
A. Hemingway and Dos Passos
B. Rod W. Horton and Herbert W. Edwards

C. F. Scott Fitzgerald and Eugene O’Neill
D. Ezra Pound, T. S. Eliot and E. E. Cummings

5) Which of the following did the Sad Young Men enjoy ?
A. the Babbitts
B. Victorian gentility
C. Bohemianism and eccentricity
D. The hypocritical do-goodism of Prohibition

⑶.Write T for a true statement and F for a false statement, according to the text.
1) The slightest mention of the decade after the First World War brings nostalgic recollections 
to both the middle-age and the young. 
2) After the First World War, the United States was no longer isolated in either politics or 
tradition. 
3) When the war was over, the young people turned their energies in both Europe and 



America to the destruction of an obsolescent 19th century society. 
4) In the Twenties the young people could enjoy alcohol legally. 
5) In 1916—1917, military service was considered a romantic occupation because the young 
men of college age at that time knew nothing of modern warfare. 
6) After the young people returned home, they developed a sudden bewildering 
world-weariness their relatives understood. 
7) Greenwich Village set the pattern by having intellectuals flock there to pour out their 
new-found creative strength, to tear down the old world, to flout the morality of their 
grandfathers and to give all to art, love, and sensation. 
8) “Bohemian” living became a fad and welcomed by everyone. 
9) The true intellectuals left for Europe forever because they were not satisfied with their 
native country 
10) The “lost generation” was actually never lost. 

⑷, Fill in the blank with the following phrases and make changes if necessary. 
a common denominator, a catalytic agent, avid for, bear no / some relationship to, 
confine to, in no sense, keep up with the Joneses, more than enough, precipitate … into, 
see… in perspective, sober up, susceptible to, to a man, whip up, write off as,
1. Thank you, I have had            
2. The conclusion is           scientific.
3. Farm folk seem to place less emphasis than city folk on spending upon       
4. The border incident            the two countries into war.
5. The speaker soon______the crowd______ until they were ready to march. 
6. He _____things_______their right______ 
7. I hope this coffee may_______him ______.
8. A bad cold_______him_______his bed.
9. Patient expectations are realistically different between studies in ways that_______ the 
experience of active psychotherapy patients. 
10. What this means is_____ is added to the lacquer to make it dry into a more durable finish. 
11. Every child here is_____ attention. 
12. National Cancer Institute researchers found that some women may be more genetically 
_____cancer from "secondhand" tobacco smoke 
13. She had been_______a failure at the age of eleven. 
14.12 is_____of 1/4 and 1/3.
15. ________John’s friends stood by him in his trouble. 

⑸.Translate this paragraph into Chinese
For actually the "lost generation" was never lost. It was shocked, uprooted for a time, bitter, 
critical, rebellious, iconoclastic, experimental, often absurd, more often misdirected- but 
never "lost." A decade that produced, in addition to the writers listed above, such figures as 
Eugene O'Neill, Edna St. Vincent Millay, F. Scott Fitzserald, William Faulkner, Sinclair 
Lewis, Stephen Vincent Benét, Hart Crane, Thomas Wolfe, and innumerable others could 
never be written off as sterile ,even by itself in a moment of self-pity. The intellectuals of the 
Twenties, the "sad young men," as F. Scot Fitzserald called them, cursed their luck but didn't 



die; escaped but voluntarily returned; flayed the Babbitts but loved their country, and in so 
doing gave the nation the Iiveliest, freshest, most stimulating writing in its literary experience

附：

《了不起的盖茨比》的内容简介：

弗·司各特·菲茨拉德(1896——1940)是二十世纪美国著名作家,“迷惘一代”的代表作家,
短暂一生中只写有为数不多的几部作品，《了不起的盖茨比》是作家最具代表性的作品。

小说的背景被设定在现代化的美国社会中上阶层的白人圈内，通过卡拉韦 Nick 
Carraway 的叙述展开。卡拉韦出生于美国中西部，后来到美国纽约学习经营股票生意，

并想以此发财。他住在长岛，与故事的主人公盖茨比为邻，并与之交上了朋友。盖茨比

原名盖茨，和卡拉韦一样也来自中西部，他出身贫苦，但雄心勃勃，后因贩卖私酒而暴

富。他经常在家举办大型豪华聚会，大宴宾客，以显示其阔绰，目的是为了吸引五年前

的恋人黛西 Daisy 并赢回她的芳心。五年前在盖茨比服兵役时黛西曾是他的恋人，在盖

茨比去海外参加第一次世界大战期间，由于利欲熏心嫁给了出身于富豪家庭的纨绔子弟

汤姆·布坎南。然而物欲和肉欲的满足并没能填补黛西精神上的空虚与贫乏。在卡拉韦

的帮助下，与盖茨比重逢后好像又旧情复燃。但黛西已不是原来的黛西，她不再是盖茨

比想象中的纯情女孩，而是一个愚蠢、自私、庸俗、美丽的躯壳。盖茨比的美丽旧梦终

于被打碎了，但他还在做最后的挣扎，仍对黛西抱有一丝幻想，以至遭遇了更加凄惨可

悲的结局。后来经戴西表兄的安排，盖茨比与戴西重温旧梦。戴西的丈夫汤姆发现这段

隐情后，妒火中烧，对盖茨比恨得要命，戴西面临在盖茨比和汤姆之间作出选择，但却

态度暧昧，最终不肯放弃汤姆。她在心绪烦乱的状态下疯狂开车，偏偏压死了丈夫的情

妇。盖茨比为保护戴西，承担了开车责任，但戴西已打定主意抛弃盖茨比，而汤姆阴险

地嫁祸于人，致使其情妇的丈夫开枪打死盖茨比。在盖茨比的葬礼上，过去的朋友和座

上客都没露面，汤姆和戴西竟心安理得地外出旅游去了，甚至连一束花都没有送。

(6) Proofreading
专八考试校对与改错的应试技巧概述

对与改错这一题型与其他一些形式不同，它需要考生对英语具备相当高的综合运用能

力。无论是语法、词汇还是惯用法都能成为改错的对象。考生必须在全面理解短文内容

的基础上指出并改正错误，使句子和短文的意思以及句、段的结构正确、完整。这种改

错要求考生具有语篇水平(Discourse level)。故此可以说，在某种程度上，它能较清晰地

反映出考生的总体英文水平。

另外，该题型的主要特点是，一改传统的句子单位改错，代之以篇章单位的短文形式。

这一改革不仅要求考生有更高的阅读理解能力，而且迫使考生摆脱原先较为孤立片面的

思维定势，以一种连贯的思路整体的眼光去适应这一新题型。

  做题时千万不要拿起来就改。正确的做法是先从头到尾通读全文，在正确理解或大致

正确理解甚至在猜想原文的前提下，再仔细推敲需要改正或增添的内容。此时，考生必

须充分调动所掌握的语法和词汇两方面的知识，发挥自身领会、推理，判断乃至猜想的

能力，并利用以往的学习经验．做起题来才能游刃有余。

  找出错误并改正后，还要注意通读全文。从词汇和语法两方面来检查被改正后的短文

的意思是否通顺，逻辑概念是否严密合理，结构是否正确，完整。

   总而言之，这一题型对于中国考生来讲，难度很大，因为要求考生指出和改正的错

误往往是考生在英语学习中常犯和易犯的错误，不易察觉。这就要求考生在学习时不能

‘知半解、似是而非，而必须十分仔细、认真并多做这类改错练习，而且每次练习都要



遵照正确的方法和步骤．久而久之就能容易地发现和改正语病，答对率也会逐步提高，

从而会增强信心，考出最佳成绩。

  为了能使考生较为彻底地把握解决错误、识别语病的钥匙，为了避免“知其然而不知

其所以然”的现象，我们首先从错误类型归类着手，介绍易于记忆的、起关键作用的要

点、标记，并以此作为钥匙去开启识别、改正短文的语病之大门。具体地讲，错误类型

有以下几种：

1．主谓一致

2．动词时态

3．动词语态：主动／被动语态

4．连接词／并列句／从句

5．比较级

6．虚拟语气

7．非谓语动词

8．代词与先行词的一致

9．倒装句语序

10．赘述

11．增添词

12．易混淆的词

This radio program is about a story of a        named F. Scott Fitzgerald.
One of his masterpieces, The Great Gatsby, which was a major event in American 

writing, tells a story about American          love, hate, loyalty, and disloyalty. Jay 
Gatsby, the main character in the book is a              man. Almost everything about 
his life is invented -- even his name. He possesses a dream of success or American dream 
which is made up with two parts: the love of a beautiful woman and the abundance 
of        . In the end, he never succeeds completely. "The Great Gatsby" is a short novel 
which describes life in America in last twenties-- the parties, the automobiles, the endless 
fields of waste -- are          . In nineteen-thirty, the Jazz Age had ended.        times 
were coming for the country and for the Fitzgeralds. Fitzgerald’s wife became        sick 
and died in a fire at a mental hospital. And he had developed the disease diabetes. In nineteen 
thirty-four, Fitzgerald wrote another novel, "Tender is the Night" .The book was        by 
many critics who said he did not understand what was important to the country during the 
great economic             . At the age of thirty-nine,  Fitzgerald realized that his life 
had          into pieces and tried to         himself. However, It was too late. His 
was ruined. He died in Hollywood in nineteen forty at the age of forty-four. Fitzgerald was 
working on a novel when he died. He called it "The Last Tycoon" .After his death, literary 
critic Edmund Wilson, helped to get it published together with Fitzgerald's notes and other 
pieces of writing, called "The Crack-Up." These books            Fitzgerald's fame as 
both an            of his times and a skilled            
When a human infant is born into any community in any part of the 
world it has two things in common with any infant, provided neither of them __1__
have been damaged in any way either before or during birth. Firstly, and most __2__ 
obviously, new born children are completely helpless. Apart from a powerful 



capacity to pay attention to their helplessness by using sound, there is nothing __3__
the new born child can do to ensure his own survival. Without care from some
other human being or beings, be it mother, grandmother, or human group, a
child is very unlikely to survive. This helplessness of human infants is in marked
contrast with the capacity of many new born animals to get on their feet within __4__
minutes of birth and run with the herd within a few hours. Although young
animals are certainly in risk, sometimes for weeks or even months after birth, __5__
compared with the human infant, they very quickly develop the capacity to
fend for them. __6__
It is during this very long period in which the human infant is totally
dependent on the others that it reveals the second feature which it shares with all __7__
other undamaged human infants, a capacity to learn language. For this reason,
biologists now suggest that language be “ species specific” to the human race, __8__
that is to say, they consider the human infant to be genetic programmed in __9__
such way that it can acquire language. This suggestion implies that just __10__
as human beings are designed to see three-dimensionally and in color and just
as they are designed to stand upright rather than to move on all fours, so they
are designed to learn and use language as part of their normal development as well-formed 
human beings.
The Christian churches include the Roman Catholic churches and the Orthodox churches and 
the Protestant churches. All Christian churches believe in God the Holy Father and the Holy 
Son Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit, because God created the heavens and the earth and the 
all thing and the human beings in the beginning. And the Christian churches believe people 
can only be saved and be justified by their faith in Jesus Christ because Jesus Christ died on 
the Cross for our sins. Christians read the Bible and go to churches on Sunday. Christmas 
was the birthday of Jesus and the Good Friday was the death day of Jesus and the Easter was 
the resurrection day of Jesus. 
The head of the Roman Catholic churches is the Pope who lives in Vantican City, and head of 
the Orthodox churches lives in Moscow. The founder of the Protestant churches was Martin 
Luther who was a German priest. Christian churches are developing fast in China now.
Protestant 是 16 世纪脱离罗马天主教的各基督教派的新教徒。Puritan 是英国 16-17 世纪

的英国新教中要求简化宗教仪式的那一派。Pilgrim 是 1620 年到美国创建普利茅斯殖民

地的那些 Purtian。总之，他们的范畴越来越小。


